“This small but mighty book should be named the definitive guide to drawing awesome manga artwork...” LIBRARY JOURNAL of Manga Fashion Art Secrets

TARGET CONSUMER:
• Manga Art Secret Fans (Author IG over 180K)
• Manga artists or beginning artists who want to produce stylish artwork in the manga style
• Christopher Hart fans who want new figure- and fashion styles to draw

BISAC 1: Art - Techniques - Cartooning
BISAC 2: Comics & Graphic Novels - Manga - Nonfiction

Everything you need to become a manga artist, with step-by-step instructions, exercises, and tips and tricks and feature spreads from other artists.

KEY FEATURES:
• Marketed to Dalia’s 180,000 Instagram followers - @drawing_dalia
• Crammed with great step-by-step sequences for face, body, and poses.
• No specialist tools required - just a pencil, paper and expert guidance from Dalia.
• Includes a series of practice exercises where you trace or freehand draw subjects from earlier in a chapter.
• End up with a portfolio of sketches charting your artistic development.
• Be inspired by cool artists who share their manga art secrets and showcase their own art.

8-1/2 x 11in, 128pp, 80pp, Trade Paperback, $19.95/$23.95 CAN
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See more Search Press Manga & Kawaii titles:
https://tinyurl.com/2023-Manga